EXTREME TEAM STUDENT AND PARENT CONTRACT
The Extreme Team is designed for those dancers, who have the desire, ability and
commitment to take their dancing to the highest level.
EXTREME TEAM CLASS REQUIREMENTS
Junior Extreme, Extreme 1, Extreme 2 - Minimum 8 classes including:
2 Ballet Technique, Stretch and Technique, Jazz, Lyrical, Contemporary, Strength and Core (Strength
and Core is not available to Junior Extreme)
Extreme 3 and 4 - Minimum 10 classes including:
3 Ballet Technique, Stretch and Technique, Jazz, Lyrical, Contemporary, Strength and Core

ADDITIONAL CLASSES OFFERED FOR EXTREME TEAM MINIMUM REQUIREMENT
Pre Point, Point, Ballet Performance, Tap, Hip Hop, Musical Theatre, Lines

MANDATORY STAGE REQUIREMENTS
Stage Rehearsals - February and March
4 competitions for Extreme Team - March, April and May (one competition may include travel)
Year End Show - June

ABSENT FROM CLASSES
Although regular class attendance is very important, we will allow up to a maximum of 10 classes for
absenteeism as UNEXCUSED. Classes that may have an EXCUSED absence are: if the dancer is sick,
a family holiday, for a mandatory school event, or dance education. Absences must be phoned into the
studio.
If a student reaches the 10 class maximum of unexcused classes, the teacher(s) may remove the
dancer from the choreography performances.

GUEST CHOREOGRAPHY FEES
Guest Choreographers are an essential part of the Extreme group experience. Additional choreography
fees are charged to your account.

FINANCIAL COMMITMENT
There will be NO REFUND for competition, choreography class or costume fees, if requirements and
terms are not met and/or if the student is expelled from Choreography.

COMPETITION ETIQUETTE
All performers must have a positive attitude! Performers should interact with fellow dancers: learn from
other studios, enjoy sharing their stage presence! SMILE! Be positive and have respect for the teachers,
judges, studio owners, competitors and parents. Performers should do their best!

AGREEMENT
By signing this contract, you are agreeing to the terms, and Step by Step Dance will submit fees on your
behalf for costumes, competitions, and choreography.
Guest Choreographers are an essential part of the Extreme Team group experience. Additional
choreography fees will be charged to your account.
____________________________________________

Dancer’s Name (printed)
____________________________________________

Parent’s Name (printed)

____________________________________

Dancer’s Signature
____________________________________

Parent’s Signature

____________________

Date
___________________

Date

